
Get out

C ate d'lvoire, Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, Bahrain,
Syria, Yemen ... Recent months have seen

sustained and widespread civil upheaval
unparalleled since the fall of the Iron Curtain
- and disturbances have taken every form,
from relatively peaceful regime change to
bloody civil war.

Unlike the former Soviet bloc, though, where
international organisations were relatively
under-represented, many modern businesses
have a presence in some or all of these
countries - and many others whose stability
is at best questionable.

The impact of civil unrest (anything from
sporadic protests through to all-out conflict)
on organisations can be enormous, and the
burden such events place on affected
businesses or individuals can be severe.

Several key considerations apply to any of
these groups - whether a solo ex-pat
business traveller caught up in urban riots;
major Oil & Gas firms with personnel trapped
in remote areas; professional service firms
with regional offices unable to function due
to roadblocks and street demonstrations; or
NGOs with widely dispersed small offices
across an unstable area.

Often, the first issue raised by personnel in
ail affected area is personal safety: "Am I safe

ile you can

ily safe?"; and "What
o protect myself?". This

_"Ea a d immediate concern for
peoo e •• a"E 0 ysically in harm's way, and
yet is o~e" ooe 0' he hardest to answer
from a coroorate perspective. Concerns
reflected' orr oersonnel in affected areas
are inevita subjective, and often lack
understa ago he 'bigger picture'. But at
the same ti e, employer decision-makers
outside the affected area may well have only
limited understanding of events on the
ground, and their real impact.

As the unrest continues, or even deteriorates,
companies and organisations are likely to
have 'bigger picture' concerns, in addition
to the personal issues regarding employees
caught up in unfolding events. One of the
most immediate problems, from a corporate
perspective, can be financial: What is the
impact on company cash-flow, business, or
payroll administration? How to respond to
economic sanctions that prevent wire transfer
into the country (as in Libya, for example), or
a situation where banks are closed due to the
unrest (as in Egypt or Bahrain)?

This in turn can often spill over into legal and
logistical issues: What responsibilities and
liabilities does the company have which may
be adversely impacted by the financial
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breakdown? Is' pass e t e cash into
the affected area, or - - assistance to
employees if required? Is _:XJSS

employees out or 0 re-oca;e ..•..e
the country?

In recent months, companies opera inq in
several countries across he iddle East,
Africa, and elsewhere have confron ed these
issues and come to the uncomfortable
conclusion that business operations are no
longer viable - at least temporarily. Setting
aside longer-term considerations of Business
Continuity, the immediate concern is: Is it
necessary to evacuate?

The decision to evacuate a city, area or
country is fraught with difficulty for any
company. There is a clear business imperative
to avoid evacuation if possible. Loss of
revenue, risk to personnel and material assets
in the event of evacuation, loss of competitive
advantage or business presence, and many
other concerns will be discussed at the
highest levels in the business.

But these issues can mask an equally serious
problem: as infrastructure and governance
deteriorate, or government security forces
become hostile, the difficulty of managing
an evacuation increases exponentially.



When a critical point is reached and
businesses scramble to get their people out,
all too often they find that limited resources
and ·severely degraded security conditions
make evacuation difficult, if not impossible;
even governmental support (such as that
provided by the international community in
Libya) is not always able to help. In effect, it
is a "Catch 22" situation: conditions must be
bad to warrant evacuation, but by the time
they are bad enough to trigger that decision,
it may no longer be practically possible to
remove people from danger. As those trapped
in Libya, Syria, or Bahrain will testify, this can
be a terrifying ordeal.

The question therefore is: when is the
right time to evacuate?

There is of course no easy, one-size-fits-all
answer. Every company has a different balance
of national vs. non-national employees; a
different portfolio of clients and business
activities; and a different risk appetite. One
business may find that conditions prevent
operations while another business may hardly
be affected, and a risk that is wholly
unacceptable to one company may seem
tolerable to another. Clearly, a single isolated
demonstration would be unlikely to trigger
full country evacuation - but what about
sustained protests in several key cities?

The two most important assets a company
can have, in a potentially unstable area, are:

Developed security procedures, including
actionable evacuation plans;

Accurate and timely information and
intelligence to assist in decision-making.

If either of these elements is removed,
evacuation of employees in an unstable or
deteriorating security environment becomes
difficult - if not impossible. Without accurate
intelligence on the developing situation, key
windows of opportunity may be missed, and
decisions may be based on inaccurate or
distorted information. Without security
procedures and evacuation plans, support
measures can only be cobbled together on
an ad-hoc basis. And ultimately, failure to
plan ahead almost always costs more than
developing procedures before the crisis hits.

In the majority of cases, those organisations
which responded most effectively to the
events of recent months had two factors in
common. Firstly, they subscribed to one or
more intelligence reporting services - provided
by both governmental sources and by private
Security or Risk Management companies.
Secondly, they had a process for analysing
intelligence received, and a phased procedure
for responding to that intelligence in a timely
and ordered fashion.

An example of a phased security evacuation
procedure might be:

RISK LEVEL GREEN

Intelligence:
• Isolated and infrequent protests are

generally peaceful and short-lived.
Response:
• Ensure employees are trained routinely

on security procedures.
• Review security/evacuation procedures

regularly (e.g. every six months).
• Maintain contracts with security and

travel providers.

RISK LEVEL AMBER

In etliqence:
• Protests becoming more confrontational/

violent, and security forces adopting a
more aggressive posture.

• Scale of protests has increased.
• Some disruptions to infrastructure (road

travel, airports, telephone/internet networks
etc.) reported.

Response:
• Review security/evacuation procedures.
• Consider recommending voluntary

departure of non-national employees,
and/or families.

• Confirm contracts with security and travel
providers, and check travel arrangements
are in place.

• Communicate regularly with employees.
• Request provisional support from security

provider, including deployment to country.

RISK LEVEL RED

Intelligence:
• Widespread/sustained violent protests,

verging on open conflict.
• Violent response by security forces.
• Infrastructure severely disrupted.

Response:
• Block-book travel to a safe location.
• Request immediate support from security

provider.
• Recommend departure of all non-nationals,

families, and possibly nationals.

While this process might at first glance appear
simple enough to improvise, the reality is
enormously more complex. Security and
evacuation procedures need to be 'deep'
enough to cover all eventualities and provide
all necessary information (employees' passport
details; routes to airports, ports, or road
borders; details of support providers; etc.), and
simultaneously clear and simple enough to be
interpreted and actioned in a crisis.

Some organisations are lucky enough to have
the time, expertise, and budget to develop
these procedures in-house. However in the
overwhelming majority of cases this is outside
the capacity of in-house security functions -
and it is precisely this lack of capacity which

has seen many companies struggling in recent
months. For most companies, therefore, the
best way to develop comprehensive and
actionable security and evacuation procedures
is to contract an outside organisation to assist.
Exact requirements will of course vary, but
what should companies look for when
contracting an external security provider to
develop evacuation procedures for them?

The security provider should be familiar with
the area for which they are developing
procedures, and ideally well connected with
local security contacts. They should ideally be
familiar with the organisation whose plans
they are to develop; its culture, requirements,
existing policies, and business. They should
offer an in-house intelligence function,
enabling them proactively to monitor
developments and advise on unfolding events;
and ideally also have the capacity to deploy
operational personnel in support of any
evacuation (as they would clearly be more
familiar with plans and procedures than a
third party). And finally, they should of course
have a good track record of developing and
managing security and evacuation
programmes I

Finally, individuals should also take a measure
of responsibility for their own security, and
plan against foreseeable risks.

Top tips for individuals in or travelling to
potentially unstable locations include:

• Keep contact and location/address details
up-to-date on employer HR databases.

• Register with governmental security support
networks (Foreign & Commonwealth Office,
US State Department, etc.).

• Prepare a personal 'grab bag', containing
essential equipment, travel and insurance
documentation, and a list of key
contact points.

• Communicate with employer, family,
and/or colleagues - before, during,
and after travel.

A question that companies would do well to
consider if operating in potentially unstable
environments is:

"When did Noah build the Ark?"
Answer: "Before the rain."
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